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Abstract: Concentrated solar power (CSP)—photovoltaic (PV) hybrid power plants allow for the
generation of cheap electrical energy with a high capacity factor (CF). A deep integration of both
technologies offers synergies, using parts of the PV generated electricity for heating the thermal
storage tank of the CSP unit. Such configurations have been previously studied for systems coupled
by an electric resistance heater (ERH). In this work, the coupling of a CSP and a PV plant using a heat
pump (HP) was analyzed due to the higher efficiency of heat pumps. The heat pump is used as a
booster to lift the salt temperature in the storage system from 383 to 565 ◦C in order to reach higher
turbine efficiency. A techno-economic analysis of the system was performed using the levelized
cost of electricity (LCOE), the capacity factor and nighttime electricity fraction as variables for the
representation. The CSP–PV hybrid with a booster heat pump was compared with other technologies
such as a CSP–PV hybrid plant coupled by an electric heater, a standalone parabolic trough plant
(PT), a photovoltaic system with battery storage (PV–BESS), and a PV thermal power plant (PVTP)
consisting of a PV plant with an electric heater, thermal energy storage (TES) and a power block (PB).

Keywords: hybrid CSP–PV power plant; heat pump; techno-economic analysis; thermal storage;
battery energy storage system; electric heater; simulation tools

1. Introduction

The growing need to decarbonize the power sector requires the rapid deployment
of renewable energies. Solar technologies have emerged as an effective solution to meet
this challenge. Photovoltaic (PV) technology has become a cheap and reliable technology
to generate electrical energy. However, it still has the disadvantage of not being able
to provide inexpensive electricity at night due to the high costs associated with battery
storage [1]. On the other hand, concentrating solar power plants (CSP) can efficiently
produce heat and store it thermally, typically using molten salts, allowing for energy
utilization after sunset or during periods of low solar radiation. Thermal energy storage
(TES) is economical and has low marginal costs due to its ease of scalability. In a CSP power
plant, this thermal energy is converted to electricity in a power block (PB). The power
block can operate efficiently over a wide range of partial load conditions and is relatively
flexible in terms of dispatchability (generation on demand). The primary drawback of CSP
lies in its higher electricity production costs, largely due to its limited market penetration.
Consequently, solar hybrid power plants combining PV and CSP emerge as an attractive
option for providing economical and flexible energy with high capacity factors. This is
attributed to the synergies arising from the low electricity production cost with PV and the
cost-effective thermal storage with CSP plants. In this way, it becomes feasible to produce
solar electricity at a reduced cost after sunset or during periods of low solar radiation.
Numerous studies have analyzed hybrid plants [1–10] and some plants have already been
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constructed [11–13]. Different levels of hybridization are possible [1]. The simplest case is
a grid-level integration, where the power output of both subsystems is hybridized in the
transmission grid and the grid operator is responsible for controlling the different outputs.
In this scenario, plants could even be situated in different locations, connected to the same
branch of a transmission grid. A deeper integration of both technologies with a single
common grid access point can yield additional benefits. In the case of full integration,
the plant operator is responsible for controlling the separate outputs, their interactions,
and their contribution to the grid and ancillary services supply. Numerous synergies are
possible. For instance, the CSP system can charge a thermal storage system during the
day, while the PV system meets grid demand. Moreover, the output of the integrated PV
plant can supply the auxiliary demand of the CSP plant, and surplus electricity that the
grid cannot accept can be stored in the thermal storage using power-to-heat technologies.
Physical proximity and integration reduce grid load and enable coordinated operation
and production planning for subsequent days. Some studies [1,3,4] have investigated this
integration using an electric resistance heater (ERH). Heat pumps (HP) represent another
promising technology for the coupling due to their higher efficiency, but their investment
costs are also higher. In this work, the coupling of the CSP and PV plants using a heat pump
was studied and a techno-economic comparison of this system with other solar power
plants configurations was conducted.

A previous study by the DLR [1] investigated the hybridization of CSP and PV systems
through close coupling by means of an electric heater. The electricity from the PV field was
not only used to feed it directly into the grid, but also to boost the temperature of the CSP
field with an electric heater. This raised the temperature of the storage medium, enhancing
the efficiency of the power block and reducing the electricity production cost. Hybrid plants
showed a lower levelized cost of electricity (LCOE) than pure CSP plants due to the lower
electricity production costs of the photovoltaic systems. Similarly, the hybrid plants showed
lower LCOE than the photovoltaic system with battery storage (PV–BESS) for nighttime
electricity fractions above 20–25%. This was due to the higher costs of battery energy
storage system (BESS) compared to the thermal storage as capacity increased. Additionally,
the cost of heat production with PV plus an electric heater was found to be comparable
to that of CSP, and highly dependent on techno-economic assumptions. Both parabolic
trough (PT) and central receiver tower (CRT) CSP technologies were studied. Various
sites were considered for the study. A coupling of CSP and PV with a heat pump was not
considered. The present work is a continuation of [1], employing an already standardized
methodology, and extends it by investigating a CSP–PV hybrid system coupled with
a heat pump. This system constitutes the primary focus of this study, presenting novel
findings not previously documented in the literature. Additionally, new operating strategies
and sensitivity analyses were incorporated to offer a comprehensive techno-economic
comparison of different solar technologies.

Numerous publications in recent years have also conducted techno-economic eval-
uations of hybrid CSP and PV plants. Giuliano et al. [2] compared the costs of different
systems using CSP and PV, including hybrid configurations, with the aim of increasing the
solar share and thereby reducing greenhouse emissions. The study showed that CSP–PV
hybrid plants are an economically interesting option, enabling the adjustment of feed-in
according to demand. Gedle et al. [3] developed a systematic optimization methodology
for an integrated hybrid CSP–PV plant, which included electric heaters to utilize part of the
electricity from the PV plant to heat a fluid that was then thermally stored. This energy was
later converted back into electricity. Different parameters were varied to find the optimal
design of the plant. The study revealed that different tariffs for nighttime peak hours con-
sistently led to the same optimal TES size, and all analyzed parameters in the optimization
were interrelated. Mahdi et al. [4] modeled an electric resistance heater for use in hybrid
CSP–PV plants and conducted CFD simulations. The results indicated that the hottest
regions were located on the electric rod surface behind the last baffle. A technical optimiza-
tion was performed, demonstrating that the temperature difference between the maximum
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and average outlet temperature of the salt was within the acceptable limits. Starke et al. [5]
presented the outcomes of a techno-economic study evaluating the performance of hybrid
CSP–PV plants in northern Chile. Due to the very high irradiation levels, the potential
of high CSP–PV plants in this region was demonstrated through a parametric analysis
and optimization. Benitez et al. [6] carried out a techno-economic analysis of a hybrid
plant for sites in Jordan, Tunisia, and Algeria. The hybridization resulted in competitive
LCOE values and extensive coverage of local demand, even during nighttime hours. To
achieve the minimum LCOE, the fraction of energy provided by the CSP plant was in most
cases higher than that supplied by the PV plant. Hybridization with natural gas was also
considered. In this case, the volatility of its price had to be taken into account. At prices
above EUR 40/MWh, the optimum shifts to configurations with lower gas consumption.
Sumayli et al. [7] studied the integration of a CSP–PV hybrid solar power plant for two
cities in Saudi Arabia, emphasizing the significance of the weather data in the plant de-
sign. Furthermore, several hybrid plants have been constructed in recent years [11–13].
Rohani et al. [14] are developing a molten salt electric heater for use in large-scale hybrid
power plants, with a design capacity of 50 to 100 MWth. A prototype with a reduced size
of 1 MWth will be designed and fabricated. In addition, Prenzel et al. [15] built a setup
featuring two 360 kW electric heaters. The test run with the first heater was successful and
showed good visual condition and drainability.

Heat pumps, on the other hand, are one of the most promising and current technolo-
gies for addressing decarbonization, with the potential to reduce global carbon dioxide
emissions by at least 500 million tonnes in 2030 [16]. While industrial heat pumps have
mainly been used for low-temperature processes below 100 ◦C, recent research has focused
on high-temperature heat pumps. Numerous studies have explored various aspects of heat
pump technology. Arpagus et al. [17] conducted a comprehensive literature review on the
state of the art, research, application potential and the refrigerants of high-temperature
heat pumps. Jesper et al. [18] provided an overview of the potential scale, market size
and barriers for large-scale heat pumps, focusing on applications in industry, commerce
and district heating systems. The DLR’s Institute of Low-Carbon Industrial Processes is
developing two prototypes of high-temperature heat pumps. The first is based on a Brayton
cycle with air as the working fluid (CoBra), while the second is based on a Rankine cycle
with water as the working fluid (ZiRa). The objectives are to provide heat at a temperature
level of at least 500 ◦C and to demonstrate an industrial-scale high-temperature heat pump.
Finger et al. [19] published a description of the pilot plants. There are also case studies in
the literature analyzing the application of high-temperature heat pumps. Walden et al. [20]
developed a non-linear operational optimization of an industrial power-to-heat system
using a high-temperature heat pump, thermal energy storage and wind energy to create an
electrified energy system for the supply of super-heated steam. The optimization revealed
that optimal operating strategies allow for substantial decarbonization potential for future
industries with minimum operating costs or emissions. Dumont et al. [21] investigated the
techno-economic integrability of high-temperature heat pumps for the decarbonization of
process heat in the food and beverage industry. Moreover, pumped thermal energy storage
is an interesting application of high-temperature heat pumps. Truong et al. [22] carried
out a techno-economic evaluation and assessment of repurposing a coal-fired power plant
into an energy storage system by integrating the retiring asset with a Malta long-duration
pumped thermal energy storage (PTES) system. The techno-economic benefits of this
transformation were demonstrated.

There are still few studies on the integration of heat pumps in CSP plants. McTigue et al. [8]
investigated methods of integrating PTES with concentrating solar power systems and
assessed their feasibility using techno-economic models. Several solar–PTES systems with
different power cycles, working fluids, and storage fluids were studied. The main solar
technology analyzed was a solar–PTES system where an existing CSP plant was retrofitted
with a Joule–Brayton heat pump sharing the molten salt storage. The results showed a
round-trip efficiency of 56.6–60.5%. The former figure was achieved with one heat pump
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expansion stage and the latter with three expansion stages. The PB efficiency increased
by approximately two percentage points due to cooling with cold storage. The calculated
payback periods were long, but they could be reduced to less than 25 years by increas-
ing the renewable penetration and reducing capital costs. The system was compared to
a CSP plant using an electric heater instead of a heat pump. This system was signifi-
cantly less efficient, with a round-trip efficiency of ~40%. However, it was cheaper and
less complex to implement. Therefore, payback periods of around 5–10 years could be
achieved. Mahdi et al. [9] analyzed the use of high-temperature heat pumps to boost the
salt temperature in the thermal energy storage of a parabolic trough collector system from
385 ◦C up to 565 ◦C. Different heat transfer fluids (HTF) for the heat pump were simulated
and compared. The simulations with argon yielded the best results for the coefficient of
performance (COP) and pressure ratio values, but the components required were more
complex and cost-intensive for the higher mass flow rates. Consequently, N2 was selected
as the optimal HTF for the system. Different configurations of PV–CSP–HP systems were
developed, simulated, and compared. A system where the oil–salt preheater and the heat
exchanger on the low temperature side of the HP were connected in parallel showed the
most promising results. Linares et al. [10] presented the integration of a PV plant and a
CSP plant through a high-temperature heat pump. The heat pump and the heat engine
were based on Brayton supercritical CO2 thermodynamic cycles. The results showed a heat
engine efficiency of 44.4% and a COP of 2.32. The calculated LCOE for a 50 MWel plant
with up to 12 h of storage capacity was USD 171/MWh. This was lower than the LCOE
of existing CSP plants of comparable performance but higher than that of a photovoltaic
plant with battery storage.

This study presents the techno-economic analysis of a hybrid CSP–PV plant with a
close coupling by means of a heat pump. First, the analyzed system with a heat pump
and its operating strategy are shown. One of the central objectives was to compare the
operation of a heat pump with an electric heater in a hybrid plant, but also to other systems
like a parabolic trough plant, a PV–BESS, and a PV thermal power plant (PVTP) consisting
of a PV plant with ERH, TES, and PB. These alternative plants’ concepts are also outlined
for comparison. This is followed by the methodology section detailing tools, evaluation
criteria, and techno-economic assumptions. Different thermal storage capacities were
simulated, and the systems were optimized trough parametric variation. The results were
comprehensively compared for the different technologies, including sensitivity analysis.

2. Technologies and Investigated Plant Concepts
2.1. Hybrid CSP–PV Power Plant with Heat Pump

The main system analyzed in this study was a CSP–PV hybrid plant coupled with a
heat pump (HP). Solar hybrid power plants that combine PV and CSP can offer economic
and flexible energy solutions with high demand coverage. The CSP plant can store heat in
the thermal storage during sunny periods to capitalize on the lower electricity production
costs of the PV plant. The CSP solar field has a relevant electrical demand of around 10% of
its nominal power, but the steam turbine cannot operate at these partial load conditions.
To address this issue, the integrated PV plant can fulfill the electric demand of the CSP
field. Moreover, when the PV field cannot cover the load curve of the power plant, the
heat stored in the thermal energy storage (TES) can be utilized by the power block to
generate electricity. Parabolic troughs with oil are the state-of-the-art for CSP, but they lack
efficiency due to low temperatures. Heat pumps present an interesting option to boost this
temperature, thereby enhancing the efficiency of the power block. They also have higher
efficiencies than electric heaters.

There are several possible configurations for a CSP–PV system with a heat pump.
Madhi et al. [9] investigated three different concepts combining parabolic trough collectors
with oil as heat transfer fluid, a PV field, molten salt thermal storage, and a heat pump. In
the first configuration, the molten salt was preheated by the CSP field and further heated
by the HP using ambient air as the heat source. In the second configuration, the CSP field
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preheated the molten salt, and a heat pump boosted the temperature. The CSP field also
provided the heat input to the HP. The oil–salt heat exchanger and the low-temperature side
heat exchanger of the HP were connected in parallel. The third configuration also preheated
the molten salt and supplied the heat for the HP booster using the CSP field. In this case, the
oil–salt preheater and the low temperature side heat exchanger of the HP were connected
in series. All three configurations featured an oil–salt preheater and a high temperature
side heat exchanger of the HP in series. The study showed the most promising results for
the second configuration due to its higher coefficient of performance (COP) and estimated
round-trip efficiency from electricity to heat to electricity. This second configuration,
depicted in Figure 1, was selected for this study. Furthermore, the study highlighted that
the HP exhibits a low COP when utilizing ambient heat due to the substantial temperature
rise it must provide. Hence, configurations where the CSP–TES heat exchanger and the
heat exchanger of the HP high temperature side are placed in parallel were dismissed for
this investigation. This is the case, for example, with a central receiver tower or a parabolic
trough field using molten salt as the working fluid. A booster function is not possible in
this case. Other configurations with thermal storage allowing for higher temperatures (e.g.,
particles or regenerator storage) were not considered as the cost of the heat pump materials
increases significantly above 600 ◦C.
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Figure 1. Hybrid CSP–PV power plant coupled by a heat pump on booster configuration.

The system analyzed and depicted in Figure 1 consists of a parabolic trough field, a
PV field, a heat pump, a two-tank molten salt thermal energy storage, and a power block.
The parabolic trough collectors were chosen to take advantage of the heat pump booster
with a high COP. The heat transfer fluid of the CSP field is oil, reflecting the current state
of the art. The CSP field provides the heat source for the heat pump. The medium of
the heat pump is air, as the results are similar to N2 (best fluid in [9]) and it is easier to
obtain. The PV field supplies the heat pump with electricity. The molten solar salt storage
allows for high operating temperatures, improving the efficiency of the power block and
reducing the storage costs of the system. The hot tank has a temperature of 565 ◦C and
the cold tank has a temperature of 290 ◦C. Figure 2 shows the model of the heat pump in
EBSILON®Professional [23] with nominal temperatures for a given oil mass flow from the
parabolic trough field. As also shown in Figure 1, the oil–salt (CSP–TES) heat exchanger is
connected in series with the high temperature side heat exchanger of the HP and in parallel
with the low temperature side heat exchanger of the HP to increase the COP of the HP.
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The heated oil leaves the CSP field at 393 ◦C. Part of the oil flow is directed to the heat
exchanger with the molten salt, preheating it from the cold tank temperature of 290 ◦C
to 383 ◦C. The remaining oil flow is directed to the low temperature side heat exchanger
of the HP. The high temperature side heat exchanger of the HP elevates the molten salt
temperature from 383 ◦C to the hot tank temperature of 565 ◦C. Figure 2 also illustrates the
temperature values as well as the distribution of mass flows in each section. The HP has a
COP of 2.
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2.2. Operating Strategy of a Hybrid CSP–PV with Heat Pump in a Temperature Booster Configuration

The operating strategy of the system plays a fundamental role in the techno-economic
analysis of the plant. Depending on this strategy, the system optimization can result in
different plant designs. The objective of the operating strategy of CSP–PV hybrid systems
is to produce electricity as cost-effectively as possible, with a high proportion of nighttime
electricity production. The operating strategy defines when the PV system feeds electricity
directly into the grid, when the electricity is used to raise the temperature of the molten
salt by the heat pump, and when it is used to fulfill the auxiliary needs of the plant. The
operating strategy also determines when the power block produces electricity.

During sunlight hours, the PV field produces electricity and the CSP field produces
heat. How this is used for a hybrid CSP–PV system with a heat pump in a temperature
booster configuration is defined in this study with the following operating strategy:

• PV power is used in the following order of priority:

1. Auxiliary demand: initially, the auxiliary demand of the CSP solar field is met
(e.g., pumps, additional heating).

2. Booster function: Subsequently, the PV field supplies electricity to the heat pump,
raising the temperature of the molten salt from the outlet temperature of the
oil–salt preheater (383 ◦C) to the nominal temperature of the hot storage tank
(565 ◦C). This improves the efficiency of the power block (PB) and increases the
thermal storage capacity.

3. Excess electricity is fed into the grid.

• CSP heat output is used to preheat the molten salt from the cold tank temperature of
290 ◦C to 383 ◦C and supply the heat input of the heat pump (HP).

• HP heat output is used to boost the molten salt temperature from 383 ◦C to the hot
tank temperature of 565 ◦C.

• PB generates electricity at night using heat from the thermal storage. The PB is not
allowed to produce electricity during the day.
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Therefore, the load curve during daytime hours is covered by the PV field, while the
PB fulfills the demand during nighttime hours. The optimization of the system tends to
design a PV field large enough to cover the majority of the daytime demand, after the
priority use of PV power for the auxiliary demand and the booster function.

2.3. Alternative Plants Concepts for Comparison

The hybrid CSP–PV system with a heat pump was subjected to a techno-economic
comparison with other technologies:

• Hybrid CSP–PV system coupled by an electric heater (Hybrid Trough ERH) (Figure 3a):

- CSP output heat is used to preheat the molten salt from the cold tank temperature
of 290 ◦C to 383 ◦C.

- PV power is used in the following order of priority:

1. Auxiliary demand: initially, the auxiliary demand of the CSP field is met.
2. Booster function: subsequently, the PV field supplies electricity to the ERH,

raising the temperature of the molten salt from 383 ◦C to the nominal tem-
perature of the hot tank of 565 ◦C.

3. Excess electricity is fed into the grid.

- An electric heater instead of a heat pump acts as a booster, raising the temperature
of the molten salt from 383 ◦C to the hot tank temperature of 565 ◦C. The ERH is
connected in series with the oil–salt preheater.

- There is a two-tank molten salt thermal storage.
- PB generates electricity at night using heat from the thermal storage. The PB is

not allowed to produce electricity during the day.

• PV thermal power plant (PVTP) (Figure 3b): Combination of a PV field with electric
heater, two-tank molten salt thermal storage and power block. There is no CSP field.
The PV electricity is used to feed into the grid, cover auxiliary demand and charge
the thermal storage with the electric heater. The power block uses the stored heat to
generate electricity. Two different operating strategies were considered for this system.
The reason for this is explained in Section 4.2.

- Operating strategy 1 (OS1): The use of PV electricity to charge the thermal storage
has priority over the direct grid injection. The PV electricity is first used to cover
the auxiliary demand of the PB and the TES. Then, the electricity is used by the
ERH to charge the thermal storage. Finally, surplus electricity is used for grid
injection. The PB uses the heat from the TES to generate electricity at night. The
PB is not allowed to produce electricity during the day.

- Operating strategy 2 (OS2): The injection of PV electricity directly into the grid
has priority over charging the thermal storage. The PV electricity is first used
to cover the auxiliary demand of the PB and the TES. The electricity is then fed
into the grid. Excess electricity is used by the ERH to charge the thermal storage.
The PB uses the heat from the TES to generate electricity at night. The PB is not
allowed to produce electricity during the day.

• Standalone parabolic trough (Figure 3c): There is no PV system. The power block can
operate during the day and night. There is a two-tank molten salt thermal storage.
The heat from the CSP unit is primarily used to run the power block when it reaches
the minimum required level. Excess heat or insufficient heat to run the power block
are stored in the TES. If the heat provided by the CSP field is not sufficient to meet the
demand, the heat stored in the TES is also used to operate the PB. System optimization
tends to design the CSP field large enough so that the thermal storage is generally
only discharged at night.

• PV with battery energy storage system (PV–BESS) (Figure 3d): There is no CSP field.
The PV feeds electricity into the grid during the day and the excess electricity is stored
in the battery. The battery is discharged when the PV field is unable to meet the
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demand. System optimization tends to design the PV field large enough so that the
battery storage is generally only discharged at night.
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2.4. Technical Assumptions

The technical assumptions are shown in Table 1 and were made for each component
of the different systems based on [1]:

Table 1. Technical assumptions.

Technology Technical Assumptions

Parabolic Trough

Collector type: Ultimate Trough (Aperture width: 7.51 m, collector length: 246.7 m, effective
mirror area: 1716 m2, HCE diameter: 8.9 cm, Nominal optical efficiency: 82.7%).

Distance between rows: 22.5 m; Distance between collectors: 0.5 m
HTF: Therminol VP-1

Nominal field outlet temperature: 393 ◦C
Nominal field inlet temperature: 300 ◦C

Degradation: 0.4% per year

PV

Bifacial-monocrystalline PV modules
Single-Axis Tracking Systems

DC/AC ratio: 1.3
PV panels’ nominal efficiency: 19%

PV inverter nominal efficiency: 98.6%
Degradation: 0.4% per year

Assumption: Optimized standalone PV configuration will also lead to the highest benefits
in integrated hybrid plants. A representative single inverter system was designed and many

of these systems were used in the hybrid plants to achieve the required nominal power.
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Table 1. Cont.

Technology Technical Assumptions

Thermal energy storage

Storage Medium: Solar Salt (60% NaNO3, 40% KNO3)
Nominal hot temperature: 565 ◦C (383 ◦C for standalone PT)

Nominal cold temperature: 290 ◦C
Thermal loss: 1% per day

Heat pump Nominal COP: 2.0
Medium: Air

Power block

Steam turbine with seven preheaters plus feed water storage
Dry cooling with air-cooled condenser

Gross efficiency: 46.5% (38.3% for standalone PT)
Live Steam Temperature: 553 ◦C (367.5 ◦C for standalone PT)

Turbine Inlet Pressure: 170 bar (100 bar for standalone PT)

Electric heater
HTF: Solar Salt (60% NaNO3, 40% KNO3)

Conversion efficiency: 99%

Battery energy storage system

Technology: Lithium-Ion Nickel Manganese Cobalt
Round-trip efficiency: 85% related to heating, ventilation and air conditioning,

self-discharge, battery management system, power conversion system efficiency, etc.
Lifetime (warranty period): 15 years (BESS has to be completely replaced after 15 years, the
Operations and Maintenance (O&M) cost assumption includes a share to build up an O&M

budget for the replacement)
Degradation: ≈2% of nominal capacity per year (lost BESS capacity must be restored by
adding additional batteries on a regular basis to maintain BESS functionality, O&M cost

includes a share to compensate for degradation)

The limit of electrical feed-in to the grid was set at 150 MWel for all systems, both the
power block and the net power of the battery. This also avoided difficulties in the design
of the photovoltaic plant. The gross power of the power block had to be set at 160 MWel
to ensure the coverage of the auxiliary demand under all conditions and achieve a net
output of 150 MWel. The load curve was assumed to remain constant throughout the day.
Therefore, the demand was 150 MWel for both day and night for all systems. The auxiliary
demands were defined as either dependent on the ambient temperature or fixed depending
on the component. The connection to the grid, substations, or transmission lines were not
factored into the results.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Simulation Tools Used

The systems were modeled and simulated using the software YACOP [24]. This is a
tool for the techno-economic evaluation and optimization of energy systems on a plant
scale. The tool is developed by the DLR Solar Research Institute and is currently only
available for internal use. It uses mass flow-based models including temperature and
pressure information to model energy flows between components as well as losses and
conversion efficiencies inside the components. To evaluate the annual yield of an energy
system, YACOP applies time series calculations, usually with a time fidelity of 15–60 min.
To account for dynamic effects in the scope of the time fidelity, a quasi-dynamic modeling
approach is used describing the availability of components depending on their operation
modes in previous time steps. YACOP is designed to provide high flexibility to the user,
enabling the easy exchange or addition of new components by using a modular structure.
The tool is programmed in Python and presents interfaces to other programs such as
EBSILON®Professional.

For this study, models based on [25] for the PV field, battery storage, and electric
heater components were used. The modeling of the parabolic trough field and the thermal
energy storage system is based on [26]. For the heat pump and the power block, stationary
models were created in EBSILON®Professional. These models were evaluated across
various operating points and integrated into YACOP as characteristic maps. The models
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for the parabolic trough field and the power block were extended in order to be able to
map the start-up and cool-down behavior in a simplified manner. The overall system is
solved in each time step of the annual yield calculation using iterative procedures. The
operating strategy is integrated into the solution process and determines the distribution
of the electrical and fluid flows. As a result, all electrical flows in the form of power
and all fluid flows in the form of mass flow, temperature, and pressure between the
components are determined at each time step. In a downstream post-processing stage,
various techno-economic key performance indicators are calculated based on the results of
the time step calculation.

3.2. Evaluation Criteria

The LCOE, the capacity factor (CF) and the nighttime electricity fraction were chosen
for the representation of the results. The LCOE measures the lifetime cost of a system,
including the cost of capital, divided by its energy production, and is very useful for
comparing different technologies as it indicates the minimum constant price at which
electricity must be sold to have an economically viable project, strongly depending on the
financial assumptions made. Equation (1) [25] shows how the LCOE was calculated.

LCOE =
Total Investment Costs + ∑

tges
t=1

Annual Running Costst
(1+r)t

∑
tges
t=1

Annual Electricity Solart×(1−d)t−1

(1+r)t

, (1)

where r is the interest rate, t is the year within the period of use (1, 2, . . . tges), tges is the
period of use (system life time in years) [a] and d is the yearly degradation rate.

However, the LCOE cannot be the sole metric considered when analyzing a power
plant. One of the primary objectives of a hybrid system is to increase the number of hours
in which electricity is produced. This can be as crucial as reducing the cost of electricity.
In certain scenarios, maximizing night production may be the most desirable objective.
In this study, the capacity factor and the nighttime electricity fraction were selected to
reflect both aspects. The capacity factor is defined as the annual gross electricity generation
divided by the net capacity times 365 (days/year) times 24 (hours/day) [27]. Given the
assumption of a constant load profile in this study, the CF also represents the percentage
of the load curve covered by the power plant covers throughout a year. On the other
hand, the nighttime electricity fraction denotes the percentage of the plant’s electricity
production occurring during nighttime hours. Each of these two parameters offers a
different perspective in the techno-economic analysis. Therefore, both were used to present
the results. Equation (2) [27] was utilized to calculate the CF, while Equation (3) [1] was
applied to calculate the nighttime electricity fraction. Night hours were defined beforehand
for each month. An hour was considered to be nighttime if the PV output on a sunny day
in the middle of the month did not reach 25% of its nominal value for that hour.

Capacity factor =
annual gross electricity generation

net capacity × 8760
(2)

Nighttime electricity fraction =
annual night electricity production
total annual electricity production

(3)

3.3. Parameter Variations

A variation of parameters was carried out for the simulation and optimization of the
systems. For this purpose, four different storage capacities were simulated: 3 h, 6 h, 9 h
and 12 h. The CSP field size, the PV field size and the nominal electric input of the heat
pump and electric heater were varied in small steps to identify the optimal design in terms
of resulting LCOE for each storage capacity.

The steps taken in the parametric variation for each variable defining the system are
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Steps and limits of the parameter variation.

Technology PV Field Size [MW] Storage Net Capacity
[h]

CSP Field Nominal
Power [MW]

ERH/HP Nominal
Power [MW]

Hybrid trough HP 150–600 (50 MW step) 3–12 (3 h step) 42–284 (22 MW step) 30–155 (variable step)
Hybrid trough ERH 150–650 (50 MW step) 3–12 (3 h step) 20–196 (22 MW step) 45–405 (variable step)
Standalone trough - 3–12 (3 h step) 650–1850 (100 MW step) -

PV–BESS 150–525 (25 MW step) 3–12 (3 h step) - -
PVTP 150–750 (50 MW step) 3–12 (3 h step) - 5–600 (variable step)

The parameter variation produced numerous results for all the simulated configu-
rations. To provide a simpler and more visually accessible representation of the results,
the designs with the lowest LCOE for a given storage capacity were selected. Specifically,
for each technology, a results curve is presented with four points representing the designs
with the lowest LCOE for 3 h, 6 h, 9 h and 12 h of storage capacity. By employing this
methodology, optimized system configurations with the lowest LCOE value across a wide
range of capacity factors were obtained. In addition, a sensitivity analysis was conducted
on the costs of the heat pump, the electric heater and the parabolic troughs.

3.4. Cost Assumptions

The cost assumptions are shown in Table 3 and were derived from the expertise gained
in DLR projects [1], the relevant literature [28,29], and market research, reflecting values
applicable for the year 2021. The economic situation since then has been very dynamic,
influencing costs in recent years and presenting challenges in making assumptions. Par-
ticularly within the CSP field, there has been scant citable information in the literature
and a limited number of projects, complicating the task of updating cost assumptions.
Consequently, it was deemed appropriate to utilize the costs previously assumed in [1],
providing a consistent and referenceable database. Moreover, BESS costs decreased again
in 2023 and are expected to continue declining in the coming years, as shown in [30]. While
this trend warrants consideration in future analyses, it was not incorporated into the current
study due to the utilization of the uniform database.

Another notable challenge encountered was determining the cost of the heat pump, as
this component was not studied in previous projects, and the literature data on these costs
were scarce due to the limited availability of such systems in the market. Consequently,
a sensitivity analysis was carried out using variable costs for the heat pump. A reference
value of USD 400/kW was assumed for technology comparison purposes. For the detailed
comparison with the heat pump, a cost sensitivity analysis was also performed for the
electric heater, although in this case a reference value of USD 100/kW was available from
previous projects [1] for the general comparison with all the other systems. Engineering,
procurement and construction (EPC) surcharges were related to the capital expenditure
(CAPEX) and calculated with different values for each subsystem, reflecting the varying
levels of maturity of each technology. An additional operation and maintenance (O&M)
cost was also allocated for the batteries to account for their replacement or addition, with
the aim of ensuring a 25-year lifetime. A sensitivity analysis of the specific costs of the
parabolic trough collectors was also performed to assess their influence on the results.

For the economic evaluation, the land costs were disregarded, as their influence on
the LCOE was deemed negligible (assuming low cost desert sites). On the other hand, an
interest rate of 5%, an operation period of 25 years and the degradation values of Table 1
were assumed.
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Table 3. Costs assumptions.

Technology Component Value 2021 Unit

PT

Solar field (reference cost) 202 USD/m2

Solar field (sensitivity analysis costs) 141, 162, 182, 202 USD/m2

Thermal storage 38 USD/kWhth
Power block 930 USD/kWel

EPC 0.2 of CAPEX
O&M 0.015 of CAPEX

PV system

Inverter 53 USD/kWac
PV field 454 USD/kWdc

EPC 0.1 of CAPEX
O&M 0.005 of CAPEX

HP

Cost per kWel (reference cost) 400 USD/kWel
Cost per kWel (sensitivity analysis

costs) 300, 400, 500 USD/kWel

EPC 0.2 of CAPEX
O&M 0.01 of CAPEX

ERH

Cost per kWel (reference cost) 100 USD/kWel
Cost per kWel (sensitivity analysis

costs) 70, 100, 150 USD/kWel

EPC 0.2 of CAPEX
O&M 0.01 of CAPEX

BESS

Cost per power 245 USD/kWel
Cost per energy capacity 246 USD/kWhel

EPC 0.235 of CAPEX
O&M 0.045 of CAPEX

3.5. Location of the Power Plant

The location chosen for the simulations was the Plataforma Solar Almeria (PSA) [31]
in Spain. The meteorological dataset had a time resolution of one hour.

• Annual DNI: 2207 kWh/m2

• Annual GHI: 1860 kWh/m2

• Average temperature: 16.6 ◦C
• Latitude: 37.09 ◦N
• Longitude: 2.36 ◦W
• Height: 492 m

4. Results and Discussion

Firstly, the systems with a heat pump and electric heater were compared through a sen-
sitivity analysis of the costs associated with these components. Subsequently, a comparison
of all the technologies included in the study was carried out using reference costs. These re-
sults were analyzed, and finally, an additional sensitivity analysis was performed, varying
the costs of the parabolic trough collectors to gain a better understanding of the results.

4.1. Comparison CSP–PV Hybrid Systems with HP and ERH

The first objective of the simulation was to compare the results of the hybrid CSP–PV
plant with heat pump (HP) and the hybrid CSP–PV plant with electric resistance heater
(ERH), both based on a booster setup. Given the limited availability of data in the literature
regarding the costs of a heat pump with these characteristics, a sensitivity analysis of the
costs of the HP and ERH was conducted initially. For this reason, costs of USD 300/kW,
USD 400/kW and USD 500/kW were used for the heat pump. For the electric heater, costs
of USD 70/kW, USD 100/kW and USD 150/kW were assumed for the sensitivity analysis.
The results are shown in Figure 4. The solid lines show the results for the system with a
heat pump, while the dashed lines show the results for the system with an electric heater.
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It can be seen that the system with an electric heater exhibits lower values of the LCOE
for all simulated costs. The LCOE of the system with a heat pump ranges between USD
0.07/kWh and USD 0.08/kWh, depending on the storage capacity and assumed cost for the
heat pump. The system with electric heater presents LCOE values between USD 0.65/kWh
and USD 0.075/kWh.
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Since the system with the electric heater shows lower LCOE values than the system
with the heat pump, the driving factors of the higher costs when using the HP were
analyzed. From a thermodynamic perspective, the heat pump configuration should be
more efficient as the electricity is used with a COP of 2 instead of almost 1 in the case of
the electric heater. However, the specific investment costs of the heat pump are higher and
the CSP field required for the heat pump system is larger. Figures 1, 2 and 3a show the
hybrid concepts with the heat pump and electric heater. The CSP field is responsible for
increasing the temperature of the molten salts from the cold tank temperature (290 ◦C) to
383 ◦C in both systems. The booster then raises the temperature from 383 ◦C to the hot tank
temperature (565 ◦C). In the case of the system with an electric heater, this temperature rise
(booster function) is provided solely by the electric heater and therefore by the PV field. In
the case of the system with the heat pump, the temperature boost is achieved using the heat
pump with a COP of 2. Therefore, both the heat from the CSP field and the PV electricity
are necessary to boost this temperature. As a result, the heat pump system requires a larger
CSP field, a smaller PV field, and a lower electrical power for the heat pump compared to
the electrical power of the electric heater. Tables 4 and 5 show the size of the components
of the hybrid system with the heat pump and the hybrid system with the electric heater
optimized for each storage capacity. The optimization of the heat pump system results in a
CSP field that is twice as large as that of the system with ERH. The PV field is, as expected,
smaller in the systems with HP. The higher cost of the CSP field combined with the higher
total cost of the HP leads to the higher LCOE values. The optimization also leads to the
oversizing of the PV field, particularly with small storage capacities, in order to generate
the cheapest electricity. On the other hand, the electric heater is slightly undersized so
that more electricity is fed directly into the grid. There is also a significant undersizing of
the HP so that more electricity is fed directly into the grid and the HP can operate at its
nominal operating point.
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Table 4. Optimized design of a hybrid CSP–PV power plant with heat pump for different
storage capacities.

Storage Capacity Hybrid CSP–PV Power
Plant with HP (h) 3 h 6 h 9 h 12 h

TES capacity (MWhth) 1033 2066 3099 4132
CSP field nominal output (MWth) 87 174 239 283
PV field nominal output (MWac) 250 300 300 300
HP nominal power (MWel) 36 72 97 122
Electricity generation (GWh/a) 541 650 711 748
LCOE (USD/kWh) 0.069 0.074 0.076 0.079
Capacity factor (%) 41 49 54 57

Table 5. Optimized design of a hybrid CSP–PV power plant with electric heater for different
storage capacities.

Storage Capacity Hybrid CSP–PV Power
Plant with ERH (h) 3 h 6 h 9 h 12 h

TES capacity (MWhth) 1033 2066 3099 4132
CSP field nominal output (MWth) 43 87 108 130
PV field nominal output (MWac) 250 350 400 450
ERH nominal power (MWel) 80 150 215 260
Electricity generation (GWh/a) 532 670 746 807
LCOE (USD/kWh) 0.067 0.069 0.072 0.075
Capacity factor (%) 41 51 57 61

4.2. Comparison Hybrid CSP–PV Systems to Other Technology Options

The hybrid systems were compared with other solar technologies to provide a com-
prehensive overview of the current market technologies and their potential. The results of
the simulation are shown using the capacity factor on the horizontal axis in Figure 5 and
the nighttime electricity fraction in Figure 6. The reference cost assumptions from Table 3
were used for this comparison.
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The standalone parabolic trough system has the highest LCOE of all the systems
because it cannot benefit from the low electricity cost of a PV plant. The LCOE decreases
as the capacity factor increases due to the cost-effective thermal storage and enhanced
utilization of the power block. The power block is fixed at a constant nominal power, but
generates more hours of electricity as the size of the thermal storage increases. The hybrid
systems show a significant cost reduction compared to the standalone CSP system. The
LCOE values remain relatively constant over the range studied, regardless of the capacity
factor, although they increase slightly at higher capacity factors. A larger thermal storage
leads to more efficient utilization, but dumping and investment costs also increase.

The PV–battery energy storage combination (PV–BESS) is the technology that achieves
the lowest LCOEs for capacity factors below 50% or nighttime electricity fractions below
17% (about 4 h of storage capacity). However, its costs escalate rapidly as the capacity factor
increases, due to the higher costs associated with battery storage compared to thermal
storage. With a capacity factor of 60%, PV–BESS is already more expensive than hybrid
systems. The difference becomes even more pronounced as the storage capacity increases.

The results for the PV thermal power plant (PVTP) depend on the operating strategy
used. The two different operating strategies differ in the way the electricity generated
by the PV field is utilized. Operating strategy 1 (OS1) prioritizes charging the thermal
storage to ensure sufficient energy availability for nighttime production, while operating
strategy 2 (OS2) prioritizes supplying the grid and only uses excess energy to charge the
storage. PVTP with OS1 (thermal storage charging priority) shows higher LCOE values
and nighttime fractions than OS2 (grid injection priority). However, OS2 achieves a slightly
higher capacity factor. By injecting electricity directly into the grid, OS2 provides a greater
quantity of electricity at a lower price. This also allows for a higher capacity factor, mainly
by optimizing production during the day, and less dumping, as the thermal storage does
not fill up as quickly. OS1 leads to a higher nighttime electricity fraction because electricity
is initially directed towards filling the thermal storage. Consequently, OS1 necessitates a
larger PV field to ensure significant amounts of electricity are fed directly into the grid.
While increasing the PV field raises dumping losses when the storage is full and PV
generation is constrained by grid connection capacity, the economic benefits justify this
size increase with OS1 despite the higher LCOE. The OS1 thus leads to high nighttime
fractions, but at the cost of higher LCOE. The system optimized with OS2 does not produce
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the same absolute amount of electricity during the night as the system with OS1. A larger
PV field would increase this amount with OS2 but also increase the dumping losses and
consequently the LCOE.

PVTP with OS1 shows higher LCOE values than the hybrid system with an electric
heater and similar values to the system with a heat pump for the same capacity factors.
However, the amount of electricity generated at night, both in absolute and relative terms,
is much higher than for the hybrid systems. This results from the OS1 setup that clearly
prioritizes storage charging and therefore operation at nighttime. PVTP with OS2 shows
lower LCOE values than the hybrid systems. It is the technology with the lowest costs
in this study when capacity factors above 50% are desired. The differences are not very
large compared to the hybrid system with an electric heater and are probably in the order
of magnitude of the accuracy of the cost assumptions. The results also indicate that the
PV supplied systems offers the possibility to reach higher capacity factors at a moderate
increase in LCOE which is caused by the low heat generation costs of the PV—electric heater
combination. It is not possible to fully compare the operating strategy of hybrid systems
and PV thermal power plants, as the systems have different components and therefore
different characteristics. Initially, OS1 was assumed for the PV thermal power plant, as
the priority order for the use of PV power is the same as for hybrid systems. However,
the results with OS2 show a lower LCOE and higher capacity factors than hybrid systems.
Therefore, the implementation of OS2 was considered pertinent for the techno-economic
comparison of technologies and an interesting alternative to achieve significant nighttime
electricity production.

The study is conducted for the site of Almeria with moderate DNI resource. The results
may change in better CSP sites with higher DNI since the investment in CSP solar field is
better utilized there. The impact of electric heater start-up times has not been considered in
this study. Any significant start-up time/energy consumption would impact all systems,
but especially the PVTP configuration.

Table 6 shows the size of the components of all the systems analyzed for the LCOE-
optimized design with a storage of 6 h. The standalone trough presents a much larger
CSP field than the hybrid systems. However, it is also the system with the smallest total
area due to the higher energy density of the CSP field. PV thermal power plants show a
larger PV field than PV–BESS due to the higher efficiency of the battery compared to the
power block. The hybrid system with ERH requires a smaller ERH than PV thermal power
plants, as this component is not the only one used to fill the thermal storage. The CSP field
also contributes to filling the TES. PV thermal power plants are the largest systems due to
their larger PV field. After PV–BESS, PV thermal power plants are the systems with the
highest capacity factor, but they are also the ones that generate the largest absolute amount
of electricity at night. PVTP with OS1 produces significantly more electricity at night than
other systems.

Table 6. Optimized design of all the systems for a 6 h storage capacity.

Technology Hybrid Trough
HP

Hybrid Trough
ERH

Standalone
Trough PV–BESS PVTP

OS1
PVTP
OS2

Storage capacity (h) 6 6 6 6 6 6
TES capacity (MWhth) 2066 2066 2380 - 2066 2066
BESS capacity (MWhel) - - - 900 - -
CSP field aperture (km2) 0.27 0.14 1.5 - - -
CSP field nominal output (MWth) 174 87 978 - - -
PV field module area (km2) 2.1 2.4 - 2.1 3.4 2.7
PV field nominal output (MWac) 300 350 - 300 500 400
ERH nominal power (MWel) - 150 - - 200 200
HP nominal power (MWel) 72 - - - - -
PB nominal output (MWel) 160 160 160 - 160 160
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Table 6. Cont.

Technology Hybrid Trough
HP

Hybrid Trough
ERH

Standalone
Trough PV–BESS PVTP

OS1
PVTP
OS2

Total land area (km2) 6.9 7.4 5.8 5.9 9.8 7.8
Electricity generation (GWh/a) 650 670 477 727 676 716
Night Elec. generation (GWh/a) 136 143 120 177 259 169
LCOE (USD/kWh) 0.074 0.069 0.124 0.076 0.077 0.065
Capacity factor (%) 49 51 36 55 51 54
Nighttime electricity fraction 0.21 0.21 0.25 0.24 0.38 0.24

4.3. Sensitivity of HP and ERH Configurations to CSP Field Costs

The analysis of the comparison between the system with a heat pump and the system
with an electric heater shows that not only the higher costs of the heat pump contribute
to its higher LCOE, but also the larger size of the CSP field. A future reduction in the
costs of CSP technologies could potentially narrow down the gap in LCOE between both
technologies. To explore this possibility, a sensitivity analysis was conducted on the cost of
parabolic trough collectors. While the costs for the heat pump and electric heater were kept
at their reference values, the specific costs of parabolic trough collectors were decreased by
10%, 20%, and 30%. The design was not re-optimized. The new costs were calculated for
the optimized designs with reference costs. Figure 7 shows the results of this sensitivity
analysis, alongside the comparison to the PVTP with operating strategy 2. The analysis
indicates that the heat pump system experiences a more substantial reduction in its LCOE
compared to the electric heater system. This outcome aligns with expectations due to the
larger CSP solar field size in the optimized heat pump system. However, even with a 30%
reduction in the cost of the CSP solar field, the LCOE values of the hybrid system with
ERH remain lower than the LCOE values of the hybrid system with HP. This supports the
conclusion that the thermodynamic benefit of a heat pump can in this configuration not be
translated into an economic benefit because of the large difference in CAPEX between the
electric heater and the heat pump. The assumed reduction in parabolic trough costs is not
sufficient to reach the same LCOE level as for the PV thermal power plant.
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5. Conclusions

Hybrid CSP–PV systems are an attractive option to produce cheap and reliable elec-
tricity. The current work focusses on a deep integration concept based on a parabolic
trough field with oil and an additional booster for rising the molten salt tank temperature
to 565 ◦C. Two booster options with an electric resistance heater and a heat pump are
investigated. The results in terms of LCOE are compared to alternative technologies to
provide electricity during day and nighttime. The technologies considered are a parabolic
trough plant, a PV–battery plant and a PV thermal power plant consisting of a PV field,
an electric resistance heater, a thermal storage and power block. The LCOE of the hybrid
system with a heat pump is higher than that of the hybrid system with an electric heater,
even under optimistic cost assumptions for the heat pump. The higher LCOE is caused by
the larger CSP field required and the higher specific costs associated with the heat pump
compared to the electric resistance heater.

Our study supports the general finding that CSP–PV hybrids are an attractive option
to reduce the LCOE of CSP systems. Compared to the alternative of a PV field with battery,
the configurations with thermal storage and power block are significantly less costly when
capacity factors of more than 50% are targeted (approximately 4 h of storage capacity).

Replacing the CSP solar field with a PV field and an electric heater turns out to be an
attractive option since the LCOE can be lower. The comparison of two different operating
strategies for such a configuration points out the large impact of the operation strategy,
which ultimately defines whether day or nighttime production is the priority. The PV
thermal power plant with grid injection priority results in the lowest LCOE values. On the
other hand, the configuration with thermal storage charge priority allows for the highest
electrical generation at night.

In conclusion, this study shows that CSP–PV hybrids with a thermal booster config-
uration using a heat pump are less attractive than thermal boosters with electric heaters.
Configurations with a heat pump completely parallel to the CSP field were excluded since
they appear less attractive due to low COPs and the low efficiency of the power block.
The comparison with other technology options shows that the thermal power block has a
clear advantage over PV–battery systems for capacity factors of more than 50%. However,
replacing the CSP solar field with a PV field coupled with an electric heater can be an
option, especially for sites with only moderate resources of direct normal irradiance. All
results in this study are based on current cost assumptions. The evolution of costs might
change some of the results in the future.
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Abbreviations

BESS Battery Energy Storage System
CAPEX Capital expenditure
CF Capacity Factor
COP Coefficient of Performance
CRT Central Receiver Tower
CSP Concentrated Solar Power
DNI Direct Normal Irradiance
EPC Engineering, Procurement and Construction
ERH Electric Resistance Heater
GHI Global Horizontal Irradiance
HTF Heat Transfer Fluid
HP Heat Pump
LCOE Levelized Cost of Electricity
O&M Operations and Maintenance
OS1 Operating Strategy 1 PV thermal power plant, thermal storage charge priority
OS2 Operating Strategy 2 PV thermal power plant, grid injection priority
PB Power Block
PT Parabolic Trough
PTES Pumped Thermal Energy Storage
PV Photovoltaic
PV–BESS Photovoltaic System with Battery Energy Storage System

PVTP
PV Thermal Power Plant: Photovoltaic System plus Electric Resistance Heater,
Thermal Energy Storage and Power Block

TES Thermal Energy Storage
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